
What is the force, Fba
on wire b due to the 
current in wire a ?

Wires are separated by  
a distance, d, and have 
currents, ia and ib

First calculate B field 
from wire a at the site of 
wire b
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Force between two currents





Using right-hand rule 
find that the Ba field 
is directed down

Now calculate force 
Fba on wire b using

d
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Where the current ib 
is current in wire b
B field is from wire a
L is length of wire b

Force between two currents



Current ib and Ba are
⊥ to each other

Substituting Ba
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Applying right-hand 
rule, direction of Fba
is towards wire ad
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What is the force, Fab
on wire a due to the 
current in wire b ?
Calculate B field from 
wire b at site of wire a

Force on a from b is 
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Apply right-hand rule 
and find Fab has same 
magnitude as Fba but 
opposite direction

Fab

Force between two currents



What happens if we 
flip current in wire a
so that its moving 
opposite to the 
current in wire b ?

Use right-hand rules
Ba points up
Fba points away from 
wire a

Parallel currents attract, anti-parallel currents repel

ia
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Fba
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Ba

Fba



Three long, straight, parallel wires are equally 
spaced with identical currents, either into or out 
of page.  Rank the wires according to the 
magnitude of the force on each wire due to the 
currents in the other two wires, greatest first.

Exercise



What’s the force on wire a due to wires b and c ?
First find net B field at a from wires b and c

Calculate magnitude for Bb and Bc
Use right-hand rule to find direction                        of 
Bb and Bc
Add Bb and Bc as vectors to get Bbc

Find force on wire a with 
bcaabc BLiF
rrr
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Exercise



Forces on each wire due to other two are:

b, c, a
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Exercise



Review 

For certain symmetric 
distributions of charge we 
used Gauss’ law to 
calculate the E field

This is an integral over the 
Gaussian surface A

0ε
encqAdE =•∫
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Ampere’s Law
For symmetric distributions 
of charge use Ampere’s law
to calculate B field 

encisdB 0μ=•∫
rr

Integral around 
closed loop called 
Amperian loop





Use the right-hand rule to 
determine the signs for the 
currents encircled by the 
Amperian loop
Curl right hand around 
Amperian loop with fingers 
pointing in direction of 
integration
Current going through loop in 
the same direction as thumb is 
positive.
Current going in the opposite 
direction is negative.

Ampere’s Law





Exercise

• Rank the loops according 
to the magnitude of ∫ • sdB rr

encisdB 0μ=•∫
rr

Assume loops are counterclockwise:

d, a & c,  b
(a & c tie: same magnitude)

a:  ienc =  i + i – i = i

b:  ienc =  i  – i = 0

c:  ienc =  - i 

d:  ienc =  i + i  = 2 i
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